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As a result, the cause-and-effect relationships of work accidents in member countries of the European Union were
determined and evaluated.
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Demographic changes and evolving patterns of risk factors will result in major increases in the cancer burden worldwide
in the next two decades (World Cancer Report 2014; Stewart BW and Wild CP, Eds, IARC, 2014). At the same time in
many countries treatment costs are spiralling while in others access to effective therapy remains extremely limited. The
combination of growing cancer burden and challenges in ensuring access to treatment is a threat to sustainability of health care
systems, indicating no country can treat its way out of the cancer problem. In response increased priority must be placed on
prevention and early detection, with identification of risk factors being a critical foundation to primary prevention (Vineis P,
Wild CP, Lancet, 383: 549, 2014). Much is known already, with typical estimates of 30-50% of cancers preventable if current
knowledge was translated in to preventive interventions. However, there remain a number of common cancers for which the
aetiology remains obscure (e.g. prostate, pancreas, kidney, brain and haematological cancers). Advances in understanding the
underlying mechanisms of malignant transformation and the technology to investigate such pathways offer great opportunities
to epidemiology (Wild CP et al., JNCI, 107: 353, 2014) through for example, biomarkers of exposure, classification of cancers
into molecular sub-types, establishing biological plausibility of exposure-disease associations, and provision of valid surrogate
endpoints in evaluation of interventions. Finally, molecular tools will allow exposures throughout the life-course to be linked
to biological changes, possibly providing clues to subsequent cancer risk. In summary, translational cancer research stands at
an exciting but critical point in time. A concerted effort is required to drive the advances in basic science towards prevention
and early detection in order to complement the benefits to be gained in the area of personalized or stratified treatment.
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Introduction: Asbest town in Sverdlovsk Oblast residents have been employed as miners and production workers in and
around the Asbest town’s open-pit chrysotile asbestos mines for over a century. We prospectively follow up cancer incidence
and causes of death among Asbest workers occupationally exposed to chrysotile asbestos extending a currently ongoing
retrospective cohort study. Methods. For the retrospective study mortality data was collected from medical death certificates
from 54,000 worker records from January 1,1975 through February 28, 2016 submitted to the Sverdlovsk Civil Acts Registration Office. Records were matched to vital status and causes of death by full birth name and birth date. A dataset was created
that included death date, location, and all causes listed on medical death certificate. These were then converted to International Classification of Disease-10 (ICD-10) coding or, if a Russian classification (1988-98 or 1999-2001) was provided, to
ICD-10. These methods will be replicated with another medical doctor and proportions of matching codes will be calculated
to assure causes of death validity. Workers and veterans still alive and living in Asbest today will be enrolled for a prospective study including lifestyle questionnaire, biological sampling for subset, and followed up through the same mechanism for
causes of death and with the Oncology Dispensary in Yekaterinburg and their clinical network for cancer incidence. Results.
The ongoing project has identified 15,800 individual deaths thus far. The mean age of death was 60±0.12 (standard deviation) years. Limitations of the ongoing study are lack of many potential confounding factors and mortality data only. These
limitations can be overcome defining a prospective cohort as information on lifestyle factors can be assessed prospectively
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and participants can be followed prospectively for incidence of cancer. Conclusions. Due to its large size of the cohort, the
detailed information on job history and decades of dust measurements in the mine and mills allowing individual cumulative
exposure estimation, and the linkage with mortality data will provide informative risk estimates for various causes of death,
in particular cancers associated or potentially associated with asbestos exposure. With the prospective expansion of the cohort with current workers and alive veterans more information can be collected to minimize limitations of the retrospective
study, especially disentangling the effect of chrysotile exposure from other risk factors and studying cancer incidence rather
than mortality. We therefore recommend the continuation as this study is among the most informative ones on health effects
related to chrysotile exposure and of immense public health relevance of the affected workers.
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Introduction. Computer Vision Syndrome (CVS) is described by American Optometric Association as a group of eye
and vision-related problems that result from prolonged computer use. Many individuals experience eye discomfort and vision
problems when viewing digital screens for extended periods. The level of discomfort appears to increase with the amount
of digital screen use. In Latvia more than 95% of companies use computers in their daily work. Many professions, such as
economists, accountants, secretaries, administrators etc., work with computers for a whole day. Often they forget about visual
hygiene and prophylaxis to prevent changes in vision. A long-term vision discomfort can lead not only to changes in employee
health, but also economical disadvantages to the companies. Aim and research methods. In the study is collected information
about the most common symptoms of CVS, their pathogenesis and prevalence in the world. The aim of the research is to find
a prevalence of CVS between office workers in Latvia and to collect information about most common symptoms of CVS,
vision hygiene and prophylaxis that is used in offices. Results. A total of 116 office workers from different cities, irrespective
of their age, gender and working experience took part into this cross-sectional study. The mean age of participants was 38.4
years. As all the participants have noticed at least one of CVS symptoms after a long working with computer, that shows that
CVS is very common between office workers in Latvia. The most common visual problems reported among computer users
were tired eyes – 80.17% (93/116), neck pain – 54.31% (63/116), shoulder pain 40.52% (47/116) and dry eyes 32.76%
(38/116). All participants had at least one of the CVS symptoms. Brightness of computer screen was balanced with amount
of light in a room. 90.52% of respondents don’t have a permanent reflection of bright objects (such as lights or window) in
their screens. 90.52% do not use display filters for computers. There is fount that double vision is related to working hours.
People, who work with computer four to six hours per day are in a higher risk of developing double vision than others. These
data are statistically significant after Chi-Square test (p=0.015). Females were found to be at a higher risk to develop neck pain
(p=0.008). Conclusion. Computer vision syndrome is very common between office workers in Latvia. Offices are arranged
partly ergonomically, but there is still an urgent need to increase the ergonomic awareness and awareness of vision hygiene
and prevention among office workers to prevent development of symptoms that are related to use of computer. Females are
in a higher risk to develop neck pain than males and the highest risk to develop double vision is for people, who work with
computer for four to six hours per day.
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Introduction. Radiological diagnostic abilities are expanding nowadays. It is necessary for detecting of serious diseases
in the early stages, but it is always associates with patients’ high levels of stress. So, person whose basal level of stress is high,
in most stressful situation such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), is unable to adequately withstand in this diagnostic
test. Aim and research methods. Aim of the study is to explore the noise influence on medical staff and patients in the
Departments of Radiology. In the study attended 150 patients, who had MRI. Data were systemized and analyzed using IBM
SPSS Statistics 20.0 (US). Results. Patient age was from 19 to 83 years, mean age 44.04 (Std. Deviation 17.215). After the
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